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Summary

During this project a demonstrator setup of a device for automotive application was
designed and built. This device combines wheel-speed sensing with power and data
transfer across the bearing of the wheel. The power is transferred from the chassis to
the wheel. At the wheel power can be used to supply sensors that measure parameters
related to the dynamic condition of the wheel and tire. The data obtained by the
sensors is transmitted back to the chassis using the data transfer functionality. At the
car the data is presented to the driver. The novelty is in combination of these three
functions in one magnetic circuit.

A rotary transformer is used to transfer power and data. This transformer is designed
in such a way that the reluctance of the flux path depends on the angle over which
both half cores are rotated with respect to each other. This variation of reluctance is
achieved by using a structure with teeth on both halves of the transformer core. Due to
the variations in the reluctance, the no-load current will vary with the angle over
which both half cores are rotated with respect to each other. Measuring the number of
variations of the no-load current per unit time is a measure for the wheel speed.

In order to realize a design that meets certain requirements an iterative approach was
used. First design was made. Then the performance of this design was verified and if
necessary a new design was made. The evaluation takes place in two steps. In the first
step the core is characterized by three reluctances. This can be done analytically or
with 2D finite element analysis for simple designs and requires 3D finite element
analysis for more complex designs. In the second step the reluctances of the core are
introduced into a simulation. The winding numbers, the characteristics of the input
signal and the load characteristics are also introduced in the simulation. With this
simulation the input current and the current and voltage at the load are calculated.
This approach was applied to an example core. The calculated results were within
10% accuracy with the measured results.

For the data communication a FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) scheme was used. This
thesis however does not deal with the theoretical details of such a scheme.

A demonstrator was built to show the feasibility of a design combining the three
functions. The hardware and software are described.

In the last chapter recommendations are made to improve the design. Possible
improvements for a future device include a higher efficiency for power transfer and a
more reliable data communication.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Mechatronics in automotive a)!plications

Mechatronics is the synergetic combination of mechanics, electronics and information
technology. This combination yields large advantages to the application of all
disciplines separately. Higher performance is easily obtained or similar performance
for lower cost. With low precision, thus low cost, mechanical designs perform
accurately and fast under electronic control.

In the past cars were almost entirely mechanical devices. At this moment their
performance is improved by the use of mechatronics. Think for example about motor
management systems that lower emissions by electronically controlling the detonation
and fuel mix of a car engine. Or think about the ABS (Anti-lock Braking System).
This ongoing development is driven by cost reduction and legislation that push for
safety and more environmentally friendly cars.

To understand the purpose of this project two automotive systems are described in the
following sections.

1.2 ABS wheel-speed sensing

One of the commonly known mechatronic systems in a car is ABS. It prevents a car
from skidding when the driver makes an emergency stop. The system works by
controlling the braking force in such a way that the tires keep on turning. In order to
work, the system needs to measure the rotational speed of the wheels.

As an improvement to many wheel speed sensors with a tone wheel, SKF has
designed an ABS wheel-speed sensor that is integrated in the wheel bearing. The
sensor consists of a circular iron yoke with teeth and a coil placed inside it. This yoke
is fixed to the chassis of the car. A ring of permanent magnet material is fixed to the
axis of the wheel. This ring is able to rotate inside the yoke. Figure 1.1 below
illustrates the topology.

Magnetic ring

Coil

Figure 1.1: The SKF wheel-speed sensor.

The permanent magnet ring is magnetized radially with alternating north and south
poles on its outer diameter. The corresponding poles are on its inner diameter. The
width of the pole pairs corresponds to the repetition width of the teeth. Thus the ring
may be positioned in such a way that all north poles on the outer diameter are directed
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opposite to the teeth of the yoke. In this case the flux from the north poles is guided
through the teeth and the yoke to the south poles on the inner diameter of the ring.

By turning the ring with respect to the yoke, the north poles will be displaced with
respect to the teeth. At a certain point the south poles on the outer diameter of the ring
will be directly opposite to the teeth while the north poles are opposite to the gaps
between the teeth. In this case the direction of the flux through the yoke is reversed.

Thus by turning the axis with the permanent ring an alternating flux through the yoke
is created. This alternating flux induces a voltage in the coil that encloses it. The
amplitude and frequency of this voltage increase with the speed of the axis. Figure 1.2
shows the output voltage waveform for an increasing speed. This ABS sensor is called
passive since it does not need power supplied to the sensor (thus 2 wires suffice) as
opposed to active sensors that mostly use hall sensors and require 3 wires.
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Figure 1.2: The output waveform for increasing speed.

1.3 Tire monitoring

The tires of a car are its interface to the road. For a safe, reliable and economic
operation of the car this interface should be in a good condition. Under inflated tires
reduce fuel economy and increase wear of the tires. Over inflated tires have lower grip
to the road. An undetected leak is very dangerous when driving at high speeds. Thus it
is very useful to inform the driver and car stability systems about the condition of the
tires.

A lot of current systems for tire monitoring use the following strategy. Sensors obtain
information about the status of the tire. Measured parameters are for example the
pressure and temperature of the air inside the tire. The wheel and the sensors rotate
with respect to the chassis of the car. A radio frequency transmitter is used to transmit
the information from the rotating wheel to the chassis of the car. A battery in the
wheel powers the sensors and the transmitter. There is a long time interval, in the
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range of 15 seconds, between successive transmissions. In this way the power
consumption is low enough for the battery to last 10 years.

Future systems increase bandwidth required. So a system that can deliver a high data
throughput is beneficial for safety.

1.4 Eliminating the battery

The use of a battery in the tire-monitoring strategy described above has serious
drawbacks. In the first place, the transmission of information is very limited because
the power consumption must be reduced to save the battery. Secondly, the battery has
to be disposed as chemical waste when disposing of the wheel.

SKF patented the idea to eliminate the battery in the tire-monitoring system by using
the ABS sensor as a generator. By mounting the yoke to the axis and the permanent
magnet ring to the chassis, the voltage generated by the sensor is available at the
wheel instead of at the chassis. This voltage can be used to supply the sensors and
transmitter in the wheel.

There are also some drawbacks to this setup. In the first place, the ABS sensor output
is at the wrong side of the bearing, thus it will have to be transmitted back to the
chassis. Another problem may be that there is no power generated when the wheel is
not rotating. Also this setup does not eliminate the problem that all schemes with RF
transmission have: it is necessary to incorporate a mechanism in the receiver that is
able to determine which wheel has sent the data that is received. Even if the receiver
is able to determine which transmitter has sent the data, the location of the wheel on
the car is not yet known. If, for example, two wheels are interchanged, the receiver
won't notice this change. Also transmissions from other cars with the same system
may be received.

These issues can be resolved by a rotary transformer.

1.5 Replacing the permanent magnet

The problems addressed in the previous section may be solved by replacing the
permanent magnet ring by another coil and core. This way a kind of rotatable
transformer is formed. This transformer should be able to transfer energy from the
chassis to the wheel. This is even possible at standstill. The transformer should also be
usable to transmit data from the wheel to the chassis. In this way the transmission path
is known, thus the location of the wheel on the car is known. Finally, the transformer
should provide a way to measure the speed of the wheel. Thus its characteristics
should depend on the angular position of the wheel. This change in characteristics
must be measurable by electronics.

While the first two functions are common state of the art, combination with speed
sensing is not known from literature.
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1.6 Goals of the~

The aim of the project is to find a way to integrate the functions and build a
demonstration setup of the system. This demonstration is intended to show that the
system works. Thus optimization is not yet required. The following components of the
system have to be designed and realized.

1. A rotary transformer. One half of this transformer is fixed to the wheel axis,
the other half to the chassis of the car. It has to provide the following functions
simultaneously:

• Transmit power from the chassis to the wheel. This has to be possible
at standstill too. As the wheel can stop in any angular position, this
implies that the transmission of power should be possible in any
angular position.

• Transmit data from the wheel to the chassis. The same applies as for
the power transmission. The power and data channels have to be
separated. This may be achieved by using different frequency bands for
power and data.

• Provide a means to measure the wheel speed. Thus some measurable
transformer characteristic has to depend on the angular position of the
wheel. The existing sensor has 33 teeth. Thus it generates 33 pulses per
revolution. For this design a similar resolution is desired. Again the
signal has to be separated from the other signals.

2. Electronics at the wheel. These electronics should be able to:
• Receive power from the transformer. The voltage should be usable by

the sensors and the transmitter. As 5V dc is a standard supply voltage
for digital electronic components, this voltage is chosen. It is expected
that a supply of 200mA is sufficient.

• Transmit data through the transformer back to the chassis.
3. Electronics at the chassis.

• Transmit power. Convert the car battery power to a waveform suitable
for transmission over the rotatable transformer.

• Receive data. The data transmitted through the transformer should be
received.

• Measure the angular position dependent transformer characteristic to
determine the wheel speed.

• Present speed and data information in a suitable format.
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2 Design of the transformer

2.1 Topology of the transformer

In this section a topology for the transformer will be derived from the desired
functionality. In later sections this topology will be used to derive parameters that can
be influenced during the design process.

The first function of the transformer is to transmit power from the chassis of the car to
the wheel. For this purpose two coils are required. One is on the chassis and its
function is to generate a time-varying magnetic flux. This flux will induce a voltage in
the second coil, which is on the wheel. A core made of ferrite is used to guide the flux
through the coils. As the wheel has to be able to rotate, the core has to be cut into two
pieces that rotate with respect to each other. This will introduce an air gap in the core.
A schematic drawing of a 2D representation of this setup is provided in figure 2.1.

o-+----+--

+
Vj

-
0,----1

Figure 2.1: A transformer with an air gap.

The geometry of the core has to be designed in such a way that an axis may pass
through it. This suggests a circular structure, e.g. a pot core with a hole. Similar
designs have been presented to provide power supply to an artificial heart [1] or
transport power through robot joints [2], [3], [4]. The artificial heart is supplied with
24W. This power is transferred through 5mm of tissue. The coupling device has a
diameter of 46mm. The system uses an 18V DC supply and the switching frequency is
50kHz. The system presented in [2] uses a pot core with a diameter of 100mrn. A
650V DC voltage is switched at 25kHz. With this device a power of lOkW is
transferred across an air gap of 0.1 mm.

The device designed during this project will have to transfer a power of a few watts.
In the wheel-speed sensor that is in production now an air gap of 0.3 mm is used. This
value was chosen because it is the minimum distance that is economically achievable.
It includes a small safety margin. For the same reasons in this project the minimum air
gap will be 0.3mm. A comparison of the requirements to the examples shows that the
requirements for power transfer should be easy to achieve.

The transmission of data from the wheel to the chassis takes place in the same
transformer. Articles about the transmission of data through robot joints were found.
One article [4] suggests the use of both capacitive and inductive coupling to transmit
data. These transmission devices are integrated in the transformer for power
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transmission. A 2.5Mbit/sec link was demonstrated while simultaneously transferring
1.2kW. This link used a carrier frequency of 25MHz. In another article [3] the data is
transmitted using the same windings that are used for the power transmission. This
configuration requires less wiring from and to the transformer and less components
inside the transformer. A carrier frequency of lOMHz was used to transfer one bit
each half-cycle of the inverter operation. As the inverter used a switching frequency
of 50kHz a transfer rate of lOOkbit/s was achieved.

In this project the required transfer rate depends on the sensors that are desired on the
wheel side. For pressure and temperature monitoring a few kbit/s is more than
sufficient. But more complex sensors require up to several Mbit/s. In order to keep the
design universal, a transfer rate as high as reasonably possible is desired.

The third function of the transformer is to provide wheel-speed information. In this
project it will be tried to shape the core in a way that makes the reluctance of the air
gap dependent on the angle over which the two halves of the core are rotated with
respect to each other. This will cause variations in the inductance of the transformer.
These variations are measured on the primary side.

2.2 Derivation of the electrical characteristics of the
transformer

During the design of the transformer several decisions will have to be made. These
decisions include the number of primary and secondary windings, the geometry of the
core and the dimensions of the air gap. In order to obtain a design with certain desired
electrical properties, it is necessary to know the influence of these parameters on the
electrical characteristics of the transformer. In this section the important parameters
will be identified and their influence on the transformer characteristics will be
examined.

Faradays law states that the induced voltage v across the terminals of a coil equals the
number of turns N times the rate of change of the flux ¢J through that coil. Lenz law
states that the sign of the induced voltage is such that a current driven by this voltage
will oppose the change of the flux. Applying this law to the transformer of figure 2.1
yields:

2.la

2.1b

The fluxes can be calculated using the analogy between electric and magnetic circuits.
Using this analogy causes some characteristics of the magnetic material to be
neglected. Eddy currents are not taken into account. As a ferrite core is used, there are
virtually no eddy current losses due to the high resistivity of ferrite. Hysteresis is also
neglected. It is important to keep this in mind. In case large deviations between theory
and practice are experienced, it is necessary to check the influence of hysteresis. In
table 2.1 the analog electric and magnetic variables are given.
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Table 2.1
Electric circuit variable Symbol Analogue magnetic circuit variable Symbol
Electromotive force e Magnetomotive force S
Resistance R Reluctance 91
Current I Flux r/J

The magnetomotive force of a coil carrying a current i is given by:

g =Ni 2.2

The equivalent schematic to calculate the fluxes is given in figure 2.2. The three
reluctances in this schematic are associated to the three flux paths of interest in the
transformer. The flux through 9111 is the leakage flux of the primary coil. The flux
through 9fz2 is the leakage flux of the secondary coil. The flux through 91m is the flux
that passes through both coils. This flux links the two coils and enables the transfer of
energy between the two coils.

+

fIlu

+

Fig 2.2: The equivalent magnetic circuit

From figure 2.2 the fluxes through the coils can be calculated:

2.3a

2.3b

Equation 2.3 can be substituted into equation 2.1:

2.4a

2.4b

A term iR can be added in these equations to include the resistance R of the coils:
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2.5a

2.5b

With:

The differential terms in these equations can be expanded:

. R dL]. L di l dM. M di2
V =1 +-1 + ----1 - -

I ] I dt I ] dt dt 2 dt

_ . R dL2 • L di2 dM. M di]v2 -12 2 +--12 + 2 ----11 - -
dt dt dt dt

2.5c

2.5d

2.5e

2.6a

2.6b

Equation 2.6 shows that the voltages across both primary and secondary coil consist
of five contributions. These are:
• The current through the coil with the resistance of the coil.
• A change of the inductance of the coil with a constant current through it. The

inductance changes because the leakage reluctance of the coil and/or the mutual
reluctance change.

• A change of the current through the coil at a constant inductance of the coil.
• A change of the mutual inductance of the coils with a constant current through the

other coil. The mutual inductance changes because the mutual reluctance of the
coils changes.

• A chance of the current through the other coil at a constant mutual inductance.

In this chapter the equations have been derived that relate the electrical behavior of
the transformer to the design parameters. These parameters are the primary and
secondary winding numbers, the wire thickness that influences the resistance of a coil
and the reluctances of the magnetic circuit. The reluctances of the magnetic circuit
can be calculated from the shape, the size and the magnetic properties of the material
of the core. As the core has a complex shape, this will require finite elements analysis.

The reluctances depend on the angle over which the cores are rotated with respect to
each other. Thus if the angle is expressed as a function of time, the reluctances can be
expressed as a function of time. And as the impedances depend on the reluctances,
these also can be expressed as a function of time.

In the next chapters the equations presented in this chapter will be used for further
investigation of the power transfer, data transfer and wheel-speed sensing functions.
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3 Power transfer

In this chapter the power transfer will be examined for a core without teeth. In later
chapters wheel-speed sensing and data communication will be added.

3.1 Power transfer without rotation

In this section the transfer of power will be examined for a configuration with a core
without teeth. It makes no difference whether this core is rotating or not. A similar
case is a core with teeth that is not rotating. In all these cases the reluctances and thus
the inductances are constant over time. Thus:

d~ _dL2 _dM -0--------
dt dt dt

3.1

In the system a frequency of 20 kHz is used for power transfer. The maximum
frequency for the speed signal, thus the variation of the inductances, is expected to be
1.5 kHz. Also the variations of the inductances are small. Thus it is expected that
equation 3.1 can also be applied to the case of a core with teeth that is rotating.

There are two reasons for examining power transfer for a core without teeth. In the
first place this case gives the opportunity to check theoretical results against
measurements. During this project only 2D finite element analysis software is
available. A pot core without teeth can be evaluated using this software to find 9l[[,
9112 and 9lm. These values can be used with the equations derived in chapter 2 to
predict electrical characteristics which can be verified against measurements. This
FEM evaluation is not suitable for the core with teeth that is presented in chapter 3.
The reasons will be explained there.

The second reason for studying the case of a transformer without teeth is that it is
expected that the results will be usable as an approximation for the fourth case. In this
case a transformer with teeth is rotating. This is the only case in which the reluctances
and thus inductances vary in time. This is an important case as the wheel-speed
sensing is based on it. It will be investigated in the next chapter. During this
investigation it will become clear whether the results of this chapter can be used as an
approximation.

Equation 2.6 can be simplified using equation 3.1. Applying the Laplace
transformation to this simplified equation yields:

VI = i,RI +sLli j -sMi2

v2 = i2R2 + sL2i2 - sMi,

3.2a

3.2b

We want to calculate the output characteristics of the secondary coil in case the
primary coil is fed with a voltage source. The theorem of Thevenin states that each
linear circuit with two terminals can be replaced by an equivalent circuit consisting of
a voltage source and a series impedance. This circuit is shown in figure 3.1.
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i2
.--------1 Zout

+ +

Voc v2

Fig. 3.1: Thevenin equivalent circuit

Vae in the equivalent circuit is the voltage across the terminals when no load is
connected. This voltage can be calculated by solving V2 for i2=0 :

VI = ilR, + sLli j

v2 =-sMij

These equations can easily be solved:
. 1
II = VI

R, +sL,

sM
voc =- v,

R I +sLI

3.3a

3.3b

3.4a

3.4b

The series impedance is calculated by setting all sources equal to zero and calculating
the impedance seen at the terminals. Thus v} =0 .

0= ilRI + sL,il - sMi2

v2 = i2R 2 + sL2i2 - sMil

i} can be eliminated from these equations:

And the series impedance can be calculated:

v2
ZOIiI =-.

12

3.5a

3.5b

3.6a

3.6b

3.7a

3.7b

The Thevenin equivalent circuit provides a convenient way to calculate the secondary
current and voltage when the load characteristics are known. When adjusting the
transformer parameters and input voltage to obtain desired output characteristics, it is
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also important to check the primary current. This current is limited due to limitations
of the voltage source and the heating due to the resistance of the primary coil. The
primary current can be calculated by rewriting 3.2a:

3.8

3.2 ~erimental verification of the power outlll!!
characteristics

3.2.1 Calculation of the reluctances
In this section a measurement is made to check measurement data against the results
given by the equations derived in the previous section. A standard ferrite core is used
for the measurement. This core is presented in figure 3.2.

Fig. 3.2: One half of the pot core used for the test setup. Sizes are in mm.

In order to obtain the reluctances required for the calculations, a 2D finite element
analysis was made of the core with Maxwell 2D by ANSOFT. A distance of 1 mm
was chosen between the two halves of the core. As the analysis was done using a 2D
program assuming rotational symmetry, the slits in the outer ring of the core halves
were neglected. Instead of separate turns one straddled turn was inserted in each half.
The separate turns are thin compared to the skin depth at 20kHz. Thus the eddy
currents in the copper of the windings can be neglected. In a straddled winding the
FEM program assumes a homogeneous distribution of the current over the cross
section of the winding. In other words, eddy currents are not taken into account with
this option. Thus a winding of 100 turns of thin wire with a current of 0.5A gives the
same results as one straddled winding that carries 50A. Based on preliminary
calculations it is estimated that the final system will use less than 50 Ampere-turns.
Thus if saturation is no problem during this simulation, it will not be in the final
system. The secondary winding was short-circuited.

For different frequencies the setup was evaluated using the eddy current solver. The
results were exactly the same for DC up to 50kHz. This is because the eddy currents
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in the ferrite are very low due to the high resistivity. There are also no eddy currents
in the straddled windings. The model of ferrite also doesn't include a hysteresis curve
when using the eddy current solver.

Ferrite saturates at a flux density of approximately 0.25T. Figure 3.3 shows the output
of the FEM analysis. As can be seen from this figure, saturation is not a problem.

Fig. 3.3: Flux density for the pot core.

From the impedance matrix the following results were obtained:
L 1=L2=128 nH
M=95 nH

As only one turn was used in each half core, the reluctances can be calculated from
2.5c, d and e very easily:

%1 =%2 =3.03* 107AlWb
91m = 1.05* 107 AlWb

The value for 91m can be checked against a manually calculated value. The reluctance
of an air gap with area A and length I can be approximated with this equation block
field approximation):

9\ =_1_
Af.lo

3.9
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In the used pot core 91m consists of two air gaps in series, the gap at the inner ring and
the gap of the outer ring. As both cores are spaced Imm, I is 1 mm for both gaps. The
areas of the inner and outer ring can be calculated. The area of a ring with inner radius
ra and outer radius rb can be calculated by subtracting the areas of two circles:

A =Jr(rb
2

- r,;)

Ainner _ring = Jr(5.7 2
- 2.75

2
) = 78.3mm

2

Aourer_ring = Jr(12.8 2 -10.85
2

) = 145mm2

3.10

With equation 3.9 this results in 1,02*107 NWb + 5,49*106 NWb =1,57*107 NWb.
This result differs by 50% from the FEM result. This error is caused by neglecting the
blossoming out of the flux at the edges of the large air gap. A more precise
approximation can be found in [5]. It uses 3.11 to calculate the fringing permeance
where g is the length of the gap, L is the length of the edge of the gap across which the
fringing permeance is to be calculated and X is the distance from the gap to which the
fringing flux extends.

p = f.Lo
L

In(1 + JrX )
f Jr g

3.11

For the inner edge of the inner air gap of the pot core X is taken 2.75mm, the distance
from the edge to the middle of the hole in the core. L is !rd, thus 17mm. This yields a
permeance of 1.56* 10-8 WblA. For the other edge of the inner gap X is taken 1mm.
This is done because the coil limits the space available for the fringing flux. The
circumference of this edge is 35.8mm. A permeance of 2.03* 10-8 Wb/A is found. The
permeance of the gap itself is the reciproke of its reluctance. Thus 9.83*10-8 Wb/A.
All three permeances add up to 1.34*10-7 Wb/A. The reluctance of the inner gap when
taking the fringing flux into account is 7.46*106 AIWb.

The same calculation can be made for the outer gap. The edge on the inside is
68.2mm long. X is taken Imm because the coil limits the available space also here.
The edge on the outside is 80.4mm long. X is taken 8mm as the core has a height of
8mm to which the fringing flux can connect. These edges yield a fringing permeance
of 3.88* 10-8 Wb/A and 1.05* 10-7 Wb/A. The permeance of the gap itself is 1.82* 10-7

Wb/A. The three permeances add up to 3.26*10-7 Wb/A. Thus the reluctance of the
outer gap with the fringing flux taken into account is 3.07* 106 NWb.

The reluctances of the inner and outer gap add up to 1.05* 107 NWb. This is the same
value as found with the finite element analysis.

3.3.2 Resistive loads

The test setup is drawn in figure 3.4. The function generator on the left generates the
test signal. The amplifier amplifies the voltage of this signal and is able to deliver
sufficient current to the transformer. The transformer is loaded with a resistor R{oad.

The input and output voltage of the transformer can be monitored on an oscilloscope.
A resistor Rsense provides a means to measure the primary current.
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1 Ohm

Fig. 3.4: Scheme of the power transfer test setup

A computer program was written in C to evaluate the equations of section 3.1 for
given parameters. This program allows for a quick evaluation of transformer
characteristics while adjusting the parameters. The parameters in Table 3.1 were used
in the calculations. The values chosen are motivated below.

T bl 3 1 I t etersa e : npu param
9lm 1.05*10'

~j 3.03*10'
9112 3.03*107

RI 1.2
R2 1.2
N j 33
N2 100
VI 7 Veff
f 20571

The reluctances were chosen based on the FEM calculations. R I and R2 were
measured. The primary coil has one third of the winding number of the second coil
and is made of thicker wire. The reason that the resistance of R j and R2 are equal is
that the 10 current sensing resistor is included in R I .

The power supplies connected to the amplifier were -12V and l2V DC. As the output
stage of the amplifier has a voltage drop op less than 2V an output voltage swing of 
lOV to lOV could be achieved. This is why Vj was chosen to be 7Veff.

A frequency above 20kHz was chosen to prevent an audible noise. The exact value
was chosen to match the clock of the microcontroller that will be added in a later
stage. This is an AT90S2333. This controller has to run at a clock frequency of 9.216
MHz. This is because the baudrate for serial communications is derived from the
clock. It is equal to the clock frequency divided by l6*n. n can be chosen freely. With
this clock frequency high baudrates that are PC compatible (for example 115k2, n=5
and 57k6, n= 10) can be achieved. On the other hand the clock frequency for the
internal AD-converter is derived from the clock frequency. The conversion rate
involves a division by l4*2n with n=1,2, ... ,7. For n=5 this yields 20571 conversions
per second. It is convenient if the conversion is taken at the same point on the wave
each cycle. Thus the cycle time has to match the conversion time.
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N j and Nz were chosen in an attempt to match an output capability of 200mA at 5V.
N j and Nz were varied and performance was evaluated using the computer program.
Achieving the output capability proved difficult at a reasonable input current (less
than 1A) due to the large air gap. The measurement was done while not completely
meeting the requirements. This was done because the winding numbers will have to
be adjusted in the future anyway for two reasons. In the first place the reluctances of
the core will change due to the addition of teeth. Secondly, the input requirements of
the rectifier are not yet calculated. In this measurement an output performance of
0.19A at 4.8V is expected.

For a few values of R/oad the values of i j and V2 were calculated and measured. The
results are presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Calculated and measured results for the transfer of power.
Calculated quantities Measured quantities

R/oad i j V2 i] V2

none (i2=O, V2=Voc) 0,39 Aeff 15,7 Veff 0,42 Aeff 14,9 Veff
lOOn 0,58 Aeff 12,0 Veff 0,60 Aeff 11,4 Veff
25n 0,80 Aeff 4,8 Veff 0,84 Aeff 4,8 Veff
IOn 0,84 Aeff 2,1 Veff 0,89 Aeff 2,1 Veff

As can be seen from Table 3.2 all measured quantities are within 10% range of the
calculated quantities. The measured primary currents are somewhat higher than
expected. Also the secondary voltage is somewhat lower than expected. Thus the
transfer is less efficient than expected. This can be caused by neglecting the hysteresis
and the slits in the core. But the calculated results are close enough to the
measurements to use the model for design purposes.

3.3 A rectifier as load of the secondary coil

3.3.1 Modeling a rectifier load

The schematic of a supply commonly used to supply electronic circuits is shown in
figure 3.5. A suitable AC voltage source, usually the secondary of a mains
transformer, is connected to the AC terminals. The AC current is rectified by the
diode D 1 through the diode D4. The resulting DC voltage is filtered by capacitor C 1
to reduce the ripple. IC1 is a widely used, well available voltage regulator. It requires
an input voltage of at least 7V and at most 35V to generate a stable output voltage of
5V. The regulator itself consumes 6mA. The manufacturer advises to add capacitor
C2 in the circuit for a stable operation. It is rated lOOnF. More information can be
found in the datasheet.
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Fig. 3.5: Schematic of a 5V DC supply

The circuit presented in figure 3.5 can be used to convert the AC output of the
secondary of the transformer to the 5V DC required by the sensors on the wheel. In
this case the following considerations should be taken into account during the design
of the transformer:
• The voltage across C1 should be high enough for proper operation of IC 1.
• The capacitor Cl will only be recharged when the voltage across the AC terminals

is higher than the voltage across C1 plus the voltage drop across D 1 and D4 or D2
and D3. This causes the secondary current to flow in peaks rather than a sine
wave. Care has to be taken to make sure that the transformer is able to supply
these peak currents.

• Due to the 20kHz frequency used C1 can be in the order of l.uF. These capacitors
are available in technologies that can withstand high automotive temperatures. In
a final design it is probably possible to adjust the transformer output voltage to the
load requirements. In this way the regulator IC 1 can be eliminated. For example,
the microcontrollers used later during this project can be used with a supply
voltage of 4V to 6V. A transformer that satisfies this output voltage range can
easily be designed.

The equations that describe the circuit from figure 3.4 can be derived from the
schematic. The diodes are modeled as devices that have a voltage drop Vd and a series
resistance Rd when conducting. When the absolute value of V2 is lower than the
voltage across the capacitor, ve, plus the voltage drop across two diodes no current i2

will flow:

3.12a

When the absolute value of V2 is high enough, a current ie will flow into capacitor C 1.
In this case the sign of i2 depends on the sign of V2.

. . v - (v + 2v )
v > v + 2v ~ 1 = -1 = 2 c J

2 c J c 2 2R
J

-v -(v +2v )
v < -(v + 2v ) ==? i =i = 2 c J

2 c J c 2 2R
J

3.12b

3.12c

The voltage across the capacitor depends on the current that charges the capacitor, ie,
and the current that flows through the load, if.

I dvc • •
--> =1 -1
C dt C /

I

3.13
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The behavior of the inductive power transfer is evaluated with the aid of computer
calculations. The variables and constants are named as in equation 2.5 and figure 3.5.
The constants Cj, Rl, R2, Vd, Rd, Lj, Lzand M are known. The primary voltage VI and
the load current if are known functions of time. With the help of equations 2.6, 3.12
and 3.13 V2, iI, ib ie and Ve can be calculated. These are also functions of time.

The program that was written to do the simulations can be found in Appendix A. In
the program the variables mentioned are used with the same notation as in this thesis.
When a variable with this name is used, the value at the actual simulation time is
meant. Some variables are also used with suffix 'n'. In this case the value at the next
time-step of the simulation is meant. The Euler forward method was chosen as it
allows for easy implementation. The Euler forward method relates the value of the
difference of a variable to its actual value and its value in the next time-step with this
approximation:

3.14

The time-interval between the actual and the next time-step is denoted as ts' It was
chosen to be equal to 2* 10-7s. Thus each 20571Hz cycle of the power wave is
sampled at almost 241 points. At the start of a time-step iI, i2 , ie and Vc are known
from the previous time-step. From the input files VI and if are read. Now V2, i In , i2n , icn

and Ven have to be calculated.

If we rewrite equation 2.6 with the Euler forward approximations for iI and i2 we get:

. R dL,. L i jfl L i, dM. M i2f1 M i2V =1 +-1 + -- ----I - -+ -
I I I dt lIt I t dt 2 t t

s S S 5

. R dL2 • L i 2n L i2 dM. M i1fl M i]
V =1 +--1 + -- ----I - -+ -

2 2 2 dt 2 2 t 2 t dt Itt
s s s s

3.15a

3.15b

Note that the difference terms of the inductances are still in the equations. According
to equation 3.1 these are zero for a core without teeth or a core that is not rotating. In
the next chapter a core with teeth will be rotating and these terms will differ from
zero. As the values are known, these can be substituted and the results of this
derivation can be reused.

Solving for iIn :

. t, ( . R d~. L i, dM. M i 2 M i 2n )I =-'- V -I --I + -+--1 - -+ -
1/1 L ' " dt lIt dt 2 t t

1 s s s

3.16a
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And substituting 3.l6a in 3.l5b:

3.l6b

The variables V2 and i2n are both unknown. First V2 is solved for i2n=O. This solution
assumes that all diodes in the rectifier will be blocking during the next step of the
simulation. This assumption is correct if V2 satisfies 3.l2a. If the assumption was
wrong, 3.l2b or 3.l2c is used to calculate V2. With V2 solved 3.l6b can be solved for
i2n• This also yields icn . With equation 3.l6a the value of ijn can be calculated. Finally
Vcn is calculated with the Euler forward approximation of 3.13:

3.17

All variables are written to output files and the next time-step is prepared by updating
iI, i2, ic and Vc with hz, i2n , icn and vcn •

3.3.2 Simulations and measurements of a rectifier load
The measurements of section 3.2 were repeated with the rectifier load presented in
figure 3.5 instead of a resistive load. The expected results were calculated using the
computer program of appendix 1. The same parameters as for the measurement in
section 3.2 were used. Only the load resistor was replaced by the rectifier circuit. In
the rectifier bridge 4 diodes of type 1N4l48 were used. The characteristics of these
diodes were measured. Based on these measurements the following parameters were
used: Vd=O. 7V and Rd=1.8Q. Cj was chosen 1J..lF. According to the simulations this
value yields a small ripple. Thus the measured ripple can be checked against the ripple
found from the simulations. The simulations and measurements were done for two
different load currents. Figure 3.6 gives the primary voltage Vj that is used in the
simulations and the one that is generated by the test circuit. In figure 3.7 the
simulation results and measurements for il=50mA are given. And in figure 3.8 the
results for il=100mA can be found.

In several measurements some difference between simulations and measurements will
appear. After the figures some characteristic values will be compared. Apart from the
difference in these values the waveforms also differ in some cases. In the measured
secondary voltage for i,=50mA (fig. 3.7d) some ringing appears. And in the measured
secondary current for il=100mA (fig. 3.8f) several spikes appear. These effects are
caused by parasitic capacitances and inductances in the circuits. Among these are the
diode capacitances.

The measured capacitance voltage (fig. 3.7h and fig. 3.8h) shows a staircase effect.
This appears due to the fact that the ripple is small compared to the DC component. In
order to measure this DC component a DC range of 5V I division had to be chosen on
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Fig. 3.7f: The measured secondary current i,=50mA.
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As can be seen in the figures the measured waveforms look similar to the simulated
waveforms. In addition to a comparison of the waveforms the following characteristic
values were measured:

• The peak value of V2.

• The value at the end of the rising edge of V2.

• The average value of Ve.

• The value of the ripple on Ve• This value is expressed in Vpp'

• The peak value of the secondary current.
• The peak value of the primary current.
• The value of the primary current at the bend. At this point the primary current

only consists of the no load current because the secondary current is equal to
O. In the simulations in this report this bend is only visible at the 50mA
simulation. The no load current can be measured to determine the transformer
parameters. This can be useful for the wheel-speed sensing function.

Table 3.3 presents an overview of these parameters. Both measurements and
simulations are presented for the 50mA and the 100mA cases.
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Table 3.3: Comparison between measurements and simulations.
Parameter Sim. SOmA Meas. SOmA Sim.lOOmA Meas.100mA
Peak value of V2 14.9 V 14.0V 12 V 12 V
Edge value of V2 14.4 V 13.0 V 11.2 V 11 V
Average of Vc 13.0 Vdc 12.5 Vdc 9.8 Vdc 9.3 Vdc

Ripple on Vc 0.46Voo 0.50 Voo 0.67 Voo 0.80 Vpp

Peak value of i2 0.11 A 0.12 A 0.18 A 0.20 A
Peak value of if 0.70 A 0.76 A 0.88 A 0.95 A
Value at bend of if 0.53 A 0.60 A 0.44 A 0.50 A

With the exception of the ripple voltage in the 100mA case, all measured values are
within 10% range of the simulation values. The figures were obtained using a digital
scope, but the table was composed during another session of measurements using an
analog scope and a multimeter. Thus some small differences may occur between the
pictures and the table. Like in the measurement with the ohmic load, the measured
primary current is higher than expected. And the secondary voltage is lower than
predicted. However the measurements are close enough to the predicted values to
keep the model unchanged.

In this chapter the transfer of power functionality was modeled. The models were
checked against measurements. The models predict actual behavior with a precision
within 10%. In the next chapter the model will be extended for a core with teeth that
is rotating. This will add the wheel-speed sensing functionality to the transformer.
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4 Wheel-speed sensing

In this chapter wheel-speed sensing is added to the power-transfer functionality of the
system as presented in chapter 3.

4.1 Principle of operation

Figure 4.1 shows the core after teeth were cut out. The wheel-speed sensing is based
on the difference in reluctances between the disaligned and the aligned situation. In
the aligned situation the mutual reluctance, 9lm, is lower than in the disaligned
situation. L 1 is a function of this reluctance and will be higher in the aligned situation
than in the disaligned situation. The same holds for M and L2•

Fig. 4.1a: The two half cores Fig. 4.1 b: Disaligned Fig. 4.1c: Aligned

The primary current is given by equation 3.8. This equation shows that i j consists of
two components: the no-load current and the load current. The no-load current
depends on R j , Vj and L j • Thus the no-load current can be measured to determine L j as
Rj and Vj are known. The load current depends among others on the load. This current
is usually not known. Thus the problem is to determine the no-load current when an
unknown load current is present.

The measurements of the previous chapter show a solution for this problem. For
relatively low values of the load currents the momentary value of the secondary
current is equal to 0 for a period of time each cycle. The measurement in figure 3.7e
illustrates this. So the no-load current can be determined by measuring the primary
current during this period of time.

4.2 Measurements on a core with teeth

It was experimentally tested whether the solution mentioned in the previous section is
usable. It was not feasible to do a theoretical analysis of the core with teeth. An
analysis with the 2D FEM software was not considered to be useful. This is because
the core would have to be approximated as two infinite long bars with teeth. However,
as the edges of the core are only approximately 2mm wide, the bars should be only
2mm long. With this length the fringing flux at the ends of the bar cannot be
neglected. This can also be seen from the calculations made in section 3.2.1. Here the
fringing flux from the sides of the core determined the mutual reluctance for an
important part. Another problem is that the teeth are cut by hand. Thus the depth,
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position, width and shape are not manufactured very precisely. This makes it also
difficult to verify a theoretical analysis.

The experiment was done by measuring the primary current i1 for three different
values of the load current if. For each value of the load current the measurement was
done with the teeth of the two half cores aligned and disaligned. Thus six traces were
measured.

The results can be found in figure 4.2. Table 4.1 gives the relationship between the
colour of a trace and the load current and alignment position.

Table 4.1: Traces in figure 4.2.
Trace color Load current Core alignment
Blue OmA Aligned
Red SOmA Aligned
Green 100 rnA Aligned
Magenta OmA Disaligned
Cyan SOmA Disaligned
Yellow 100 rnA Disaligned
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Fig. 4.2a: The primary currents.
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Fig. 4.2b: Zoomed and filtered version of the primary currents.

As can be seen from figure 4.2b there is a small interval around 2.6* 1O-5s where the
load current has almost no influence on the primary current. At 2.6* 10-5 s the primary
current is equal to 0.38A for the aligned situations and equal to 0.42A for the
disaligned situation. This is a difference of 10% that can easily be measured.

With this scheme it can be determined whether the teeth are aligned or not. If the
cores are rotating with respect to each other, they will keep on shifting from aligned to
disaligned and vice versa. The speed can be determined when the number of teeth and
the number of aligned to disaligned to aligned transitions per second are known.

The existing sensor has 33 teeth. If this number of teeth would be used with this setup,
33 aligned to disaligned to aligned transitions would occur for each revolution of the
cores with respect to each other. A car wheel has a diameter of 60cm. Thus it has a
circumference of approximately 1.8m. If a car would drive at 250kmlh (69.4 m/s) its
wheels would make 38.6 revolutions each second. With 33 teeth this comes to 1274
aligned to disaligned to aligned transitions per second. In each cycle of the power
waveform, 2 points where the alignment can be determined, occur. With a power
waveform frequency of 20571 Hz this is 41142 times per second. Thus even at a speed
of 250km/h an alignment to disalignment to alignment sequence can be tested with 32
samples. This is more than enough to recognize it.
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4.3 Influence of the airgal!

The plots in figure 4.3 were made by sampling the primary current at a fixed point in
time on the wave with a microcontroller and an AD converter. The plots show one
revolution of the cores. As there are 10 teeth in the cores, this will result in 10 peaks.
Interruptions in the rotation can be seen as rotation was done by hand and a full
revolution could not be done in one movement. The plots are made with different air
gaps and show the influence on the signal used for speed sensing. The vertical axis
shows the reading of the AD converter in lsb (least significant bit).
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Fig. 4.3a: Sampling of primary current (air gap of 0.2 mm).

The tops and valleys in the signal are not all at the same level. This is because there is
some skew and wobble in the test setup.
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From the pictures it can be seen that the amplitude of the signal that carries the speed
information is 16 lsb with an air gap of 0.2 mm, 10 lsb with an air gap of 0.4 mm and
8 lsb with an air gap of 0.7 mm. The noise on the signal is approximately 4 lsb in all
measurements. Thus the signal to noise ratio is better for a small air gap.

This effect could be expected, as the fluctuating influence of the teeth on the average
mutual reluctance will decrease with increasing air gap length.

Another effect that can be observed is that the no-load current increases with
increasing air gap length. Due to the fact that the mutual reluctance increases, the
inductances decrease which causes a larger value of the no-load current as the primary
voltage is kept at the same level.

It is expected that the width of the teeth and the ratio of the width of the teeth to the
distance between the teeth also influence the amplitude of the signal with the speed
information. This however is not investigated due to limitations mentioned in section
4.2 concerning the theoretical analysis. A practical approach was also not followed
due to the fact that the manufacturing of teethed cores is a troublesome job.
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5 Data transmission

For the transmission of data four different approaches were considered:
• Communication by varying the momentary power taken by the secondary side.
• Communication through a capacitive coupling embedded in the rotary

transformer.
• Usage of wireless radio transmission.
• Usage of a HF signal through the rotary transformer.

Wireless radio transmission was not chosen as it gives the identification problem
mentioned in section 1.4. It is also not a solution that is really integrated within the
bearing and it is not absolutely reliable.

The capacitive coupling makes the transformer more complex and requires extra
wiring. There are also difficulties expected with electric potential differences across
the bearing. Due to the oil film between the bearing balls and the runway, a running
bearing is a bad conductor. This enables potential differences to exist between the
chassis and the wheel. These differences are also across the plates of the capacitive
coupling. Thus the electronics driving the capacitive coupling should be capable of
handling a common mode potential difference, making it sensitive to disturbances.

Data communication could also be implemented by varying the load current at the
secondary side, which can be detected on the primary side. One way to do this is by
removing the current peak on the primary current by disabling the rectifier at certain
cycles. A simple experiment was done by removing one diode of the rectifier bridge.
The resulting primary current was very asymmetric and the signal shifted compared to
the signal with a full rectifier bridge. The no-load current could not be measured at the
same point on the wave as before. Thus data communication according to this
principle influences the speed measurement. Another problem with this principle is
that only one bit can be transmitted during each cycle.

As a high data rate was desired for the demonstrator, the approach with a HF signal
through the transformer was chosen. An extra winding was made on the secondary
core to inject FM modulated data into the system. The center frequency was chosen at
1.9 MHz, well above the speed and power frequencies. On the primary side this signal
was recovered and demodulated. Due to the deadline for the demonstration, the
system was implemented without thorough design. The hardware as it was built is
described in the next chapter. With the hardware a transfer of 57600 bits per second
was achieved. A test on the reliability was done. Two measurements were made. In
the first 34 errors occurred during transmission of 1280000 bytes of data. During the
second transmission of 8000000 bytes 4 errors occurred. It is expected that both
reliability and speed can be increased with proper design.
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6 The power, speed and data demonstrator

In order to show the possibility of a device that combines wheel-speed sensing with
power and data transfer, a demonstrator was built. This demonstrator was also used
for some of the measurements presented in the previous chapters. In the first section
an overview of the system is presented. The other sections deal with hard and
software subsystems in more detail.

6.1 A system overview

Figure 6.1 shows a picture of the demonstrator. In the top of the picture the board with
electronics on the primary side can be seen. The bottom shows a LEGOTM
construction. On this construction the secondary electronics can be seen on the left
side. The teethed transformer is in the middle. The axis with the electronics and the
secondary are driven by a motor on the right side, driving the left, secondary side with
an axis through the static primary core. This way power and data transfer can be
shown in a rotating system. Also speed sensing can be shown.

Fig. 6.1: A photo of the rotating setup.

In figure 6.2 a block diagram of the demonstrator is shown. With this diagram an
overview of the system will be given before going into more detail on each
subsystem.
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On the primary side a microcontroller generates the power waveform with the aid of a
DA converter. This waveform is amplified by a power amplifier that drives the
primary of the transformer. The current through this winding causes a voltage across a
resistor. This voltage can be used to determine the current through the winding. A
low-pass filter removes the carrier for the data communication from the signal before
it is sampled by an AD converter. As the microcontroller generates the power
waveform, it knows the phase of this signal. With this information it can control the
AD converter to take the sample of the primary current at the right point on the wave
to determine the no-load current. A RS232 interface provides a means to
communicate with a Pc. This PC can send commands to control the point on the wave
of the no-load current sample. The PC can also obtain the values of subsequent
samples for further analysis.

On the secondary 50 turns are used to extract power for the secondary electronics.
This power is conditioned to 5V DC with the aid of a rectifier and voltage regulator.
With the power the secondary microcontroller is supplied. Some LEDs are attached to
this controller to show that there is power on the secondary side. There are also some
load resistors which can be used to consume more power. These are used to show that
the primary current only changes in certain parts of the waveform as a result of load
changes on the secondary side. In order to make control possible while the setup is
rotating, a remote control input is provided. The secondary microcontroller is also
able to supply data to a winding of 10 turns. To prove that the data is transferred from
the secondary side, the signals received by the remote control are included in the data
stream.

Due to the power transfer a voltage will be induced in the 10 turns winding used for
data transfer. As this winding has 10 turns, this voltage will be 5 times less than the
voltage induced in the secondary that has 50 turns. This is within the voltage range
allowed for the microcontroller. At the microcontroller output a capacitor is used.
This capacitor has a low impedance for the high frequency data signal and a high
impedance for the low frequency that is used for power transfer.

On the primary side the voltage across the current sensing resistor is also fed to a
band-pass filter. This filter is used to reject all signals except the carrier of the data
stream. This carrier is fed into a Phase Locked Loop (PLL). With this PLL the
frequency of the carrier is determined. With a threshold it is determined whether the
momentary value of the carrier frequency corresponds to a logic one or a logic zero.
As on the secondary side a RS232 signal was FM modulated, the resulting output
signal can be fed straight into a Pc. This PC can show the data that is transmitted
from the secondary side.

Figure 6.3 shows the setup again, but at standstill. This shows the wiring from the
secondary of the transformer to the board with rotating electronics. In the axis some
slits are present to prevent gears from rotating with respect to the axis. These slits are
used to feed the wires through the LEGO brick between the secondary electronics and
the transformer. Appendix D describes some information that is required to run the
demo.
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Fig. 6.3: The setup at standstill.

6.2 Primary hardware

A picture of the primary hardware is presented in figure 6.4. The power is supplied by
connector 1. The primary of the transformer is connected to connector 2. A PC can
control the primary electronics and receive results for the speed measurement through
the control connector. This is connector 3. The demodulated data that was transmitted
by the secondary side is available on the data connector (4). For demonstration
purposes the primary controller can control the speed of the motor driving the setup
by using PWM. For this purpose a battery to power the motor can be connected to
connector 5.
The switched power for the motor is available at connector 6. Connector 7 is used to
program the microcontroller.

The potmeter indicated by 8 is used to adjust the amplitude of the sine voltage
delivered to the primary of the transformer. This is PIa in the schematic in figure 6.5.
The other potmeter is indicated by 9. This one can be found as PSO in figure 6.7. It is
used to adjust the threshold for discrimination between logic '0' and' l' at the output
of the PLL.
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Fig. 6.4: The primary electronics.

The primary coil is driven by an amplifier. A rnicrocontroller generates the waveform
for the input of the amplifier. It also measures the primary current at the right point on
the current wave to determine whether the teeth of the two half cores are aligned or
not. The amplifier circuit is shown in figure 6.5.
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Fig. 6.5: The amplifier circuit.
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The largest part of the circuit is copied from the example circuit in the TDA2030
datasheet. The circuit in the upper left top (CI9, C20, C21, Dl2 and ICI2) is not a
part of the amplifier. This is the power supply for the microcontroller. There were
some components added to the circuit from the datasheet. The DAC that drives the
amplifier has an output impedance of 39kQ. Together with CIO this is a low pass
filter with a cut-off frequency of about 20kHz. The output of the DAC also has a DC
component of 2.5Y. This is removed by C12. The output level of the amplifier can be
adjusted with PIO. Together with RIO this is a voltage divider that adjusts the signal
level at the input of the amplifier. A second low pass filter was added to improve the
quality of the sine wave at the output. The cut-off frequency of this filter is mainly
determined by CII and RIO, as PIO is adjusted to a value that is much higher than
RIO.

Figure 6.6 shows the microcontroller part of the electronics on the primary side. The
signal to the AD converter in the microcontroller is fed through resistor R30. Together
with D30 and D31 this resistor limits the voltage at the microcontroller input to
acceptable values. Resistor R30 in combination with C40 also provides a low-pass
filter to keep the data carrier out of the AD converter. On port D three LEDs are
provided to give the software the possibility to provide some status information.
Resistors R31, R32 and R33 limit the current through these LEDs. A PC can be
connected to the setup though a NULL-modem cable. The interfacing between the
RS232 voltage levels of the PC and the levels used by the microcontroller is done by
IC31 and the capacitors around it. The DA converter is built with R37 through R45.
Port B is also connected to a connector through which the microcontroller can be
programmed. The supply for the digital parts in the controller is filtered by C36 and
C37. The supply for the AD converter is filtered by R34 and C38. This filter is
recommended in the datasheet of the AT90S2333. The reference voltage for the AD
converter is set somewhat below half the supply voltage by R35, R36 and C39. This
yields not exactly half the supply voltage as the input impedance of Aref is quite low
with only lOill. The signal marked "demodulated_data" comes from the receiver of
the data communication. This receiver is described in the next section. It is adapted to
RS232 signal levels by IC31. A battery may be connected to the setup to power the
motor to rotate the setup. PWM control of the power supply to the motor is made
possible by T30. When switching off this FET, it is protected against inductive
voltages from the motor by D35.

Figure 6.7 shows the data receiver part of the circuit. The purpose of the electronics
around IC50 and IC51 is to filter and amplify the modulated data signal. The
OPAMPs provide the amplification and band-pass filtering is done by the RC
networks. A PLL (IC 52) locks onto the carrier frequency. The control voltage of the
YCO section is a measure for the momentary frequency. This voltage is filtered by
IC53a to remove the remaining high-frequency components. IC 53b is configured as a
comparator. It determines whether a logic zero or logic one was modulated into the
carrier frequency.
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6.3 Primary software

A program was written for the primary microcontroller. This program can be found in
Appendix B and provides the following functions:

• Generate the sine wave for the transfer of power with the DA converter.
• Measure the no-load current with the aid of the AD converter. With these

measurements it can be determined whether the teeth on the half cores are aligned
or not.

• Communicate with a PC through a NULL-modem cable. The PC is used to
display data and send commands to the microcontroller.

• Generate a PWM signal to control the speed of the motor in the demonstrator.

The power sine wave is made in 14 steps each cycle. These steps are numbered from 0
up to 13. At each step a certain value is sent to the DA converter. Every 32 ticks of the
processor clock a step is made. The AD clock in the controller is set to the processor
clock divided by 32. See the datasheet of the AT90S2333 for more details. One AD
conversion takes 14 cycles of the AD clock. Thus one AD conversion takes exactly
the same time as one cycle of the power sine wave. The conversion can be started in
each step of the power sine wave. Thus at 14 different times. The conversion starts at
the next edge of the AD clock. The program is also able to choose between a phase
difference of 1 or 17 ticks of the processor clock between the steps in the sine wave
and the AD clock. Thus it is possible to measure the primary current at 28 different
points on the wave. The PC can send commands to choose on which of the 28
different points on the wave the samples should be taken.

The communication with the PC takes place over a NULL-modem cable. The format
used is 115k2, one srartbit, 8 data bits, one stopbit, no parity. The PC can send
commands by sending values with a special meaning. The commands implemented
are:

OxOO through OxOD:
These values indicate the desired step of the power cycle in which the AD
conversion is to be started.

Oxll:
This command causes the result of the most recent AD conversion to be
transmitted to the Pc.

Ox12:
This command resets the AD converter clock with a phase difference of 1 tick
with respect to the steps in the sine wave.

Ox13:
This command resets the AD converter clock with a phase difference of 17
ticks with respect to the steps in the sine wave.

Ox20:
Set threshold. The first byte received after this command is used as the
threshold value for aligned / disaligned detection. This threshold is only used
to light one of the LEDs according to the aligned / disaligned measurement
and has no influence on other functions.
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Ox21:
Sets the system to send AD conversion results continuously. This allows for
faster measurements than with the use of the Ox 11 command. The speed in this
case is still limited by the communication speed ( approx. 11500
measurements per second) and not by the AD conversion speed ( 20571
measurements per second ).

Ox22:
The system stops sending AD conversion results continuously.

Ox23:
Set PWM. The first byte received after this command is used as the new PWM
value for the motor in the demonstrator. Possible range of values is from 0 to
255 for 0% to 100%.

This command set is used by the PC programs that are used to visualize the operation
of the system. These programs will be discussed in section 6.6.

6.4 Secondary hardware

Figure 6.8 shows some pictures of the rotating secondary hardware. The secondary of
the transformer is connected at point '1'. The winding for the data communication is
connected at point '2'. New software may be programmed in the controller using
connector 3.

Fig. 6.8a: Secondary hardware at standstill
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Fig. 6.8b: Rotating hardware Fig. 6.8c: Rotating hardware

The patterns shown in figure 6.8b and 6.8c are the result of the movement of blinking
LEDs that are put in phase with the rotation by varying the motor speed manually.
Due to the slowness of the eye (in this case the shutter of the camera) LEDs are still
seen some time after they passed a certain location. In figure 6.9 the schematic of the
secondary hardware is drawn.
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Fig. 6.9: The secondary electronics on the rotatable print.

In this schematic D85 through D88 are used in a rectifier bridge to receive power
from the secondary coil of the transformer. The rectified power is filtered by C83 and
regulated to a level of 5V DC by IC81. IC80 is the microcontroller on the secondary
side. It can control LEDs D80 through D84 to show that power is present. By blinking
these LEDs in combination with the rotation some nice optical effects can be
achieved. The load on the secondary can be increased with the aid of R85 and R86.
Both are able to increase the secondary current by approximately 20mA. Reception of
IR remote control commands is made possible by IC82. It contains receiver and
demodulator electronics. The microcontroller clock frequency is generated by Xta180,
C84 and C85. The output compare pin (pin 15 of IC80) carries the modulated data
signal. This signal is coupled to the data winding of the transformer through C86 and
R88. R88 limits the current from and to IC80. C86 removes the DC offset of the
signal. Protection against overvoltages is provided by D89 and D90.
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6.5 Secondary software

The software of the secondary microcontroller can be found in Appendix C. Timing
critical functions are done in an interrupt. This interrupt handles the timing for the
transmission of data at 57.6 kbits/s, the reception of RC5 IR signals (almost every
Philips remote control) and providing some timing information to the main loop. This
timing information is passed by setting flag bits at a certain rate. By checking these
flags the main loop can determine that a certain period of time has passed.

In the main loop commands received from the remote control are executed, the LEDs
are blinked if necessary and test data is transmitted. The data consists of status
information that is transmitted twice a second, and test data. The status shows the
RC5 code recei ved, the number of LEDs and load resistors that are active. With the
remote control the test data transmission can be halted, set to slow and set to
maximum speed. The test data consists of a part of the ASCII set that is repeated.
With the remote control the LEDs can be turned off, on or in one of the blinking
modes that generate patterns when rotating. The remote control can also be used to
activate 0,1 or 2 load resistors. With these resistors and the LEDs different power
consumption levels can be selected on the secondary side.

With this software it can be shown that power is received by showing burning LEDs.
Data transfer can be shown with the test data and the status that changes due to remote
control actions. The influence of load power variations can be investigated using the
possibility to vary the load with the remote control. The blinking patterns are mostly
used for fun, but were also used to estimate rotational speed as the frequency of the
pattern is known.

6.6 PC demonstrator software

In order to show the functionality of the demonstrator a set of programs were written
for the PC platform. The programs can be found on the CD that comes with this
report.

6.6.1 PWM program

The PWM program is a straightforward program. It works through the control
connection of the primary circuit board. The program is used to set a new value for
the PWM that controls the motor supply of the demonstrator. Supplying the program
with a value of 0 through 255 on the command line results in a power level from 0 to
100% being fed to the motor.

6.6.2 PLOT program

The microcontroller can only make only measurement each cycle of the power signal.
Therefore a PC can send commands to the primary processor to tell it on which point
on the wave the measurement has to be made. This is done through the control
connection of the primary circuit board. Through this connection the PC can also
request the result of the most recent AD conversion. When the system is running in
steady state, each cycle of the primary current is the same. Thus the whole wave can
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be obtained by successive measurements at different points on the wave in different
cycles. A program for the PC, called PLOT, was written that controls the
microcontroller in such a way. With this program figure 6.10 was made. It shows the
primary current for the aligned and disaligned situations for a load current of OmA,
SOmA and 100mA in the same way as figure 4.2a.

0'9 9 ftn-'-o-'--O' 9 1 1 1 i·9 9
9 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 9 1 Z 3 9 1 Z 3 4 567 B 9 9 1 Z 3
Fig. 6.10: The primary current as seen by the microcontroller. Yaxis scale: 8lsb/div.

This program can be used to determine the best point for the measurement of the
primary current for wheel-speed sensing. In this case a measurement at step 12.5 is
the best point to discriminate between the aligned and disaligned situation. At this
point the difference between aligned and disaligned situations is the most clear and
not influenced by the secondary load current. Note that the negative values disappear
as the input of the AD converter allows only for positive signals.

6.6.3 GETWAV program

The GETWAV program requires a connection to the control connector of the primary
circuit board. It reads successive samples at a fixed point on the wave. These samples
are written to a file. The filename is given on the command line and the file can be
read in Matlab. Figure 6.11 shows a plot that was made this way.

The peaks in the figure correspond to the disaligned situation. The aligned situation is
indicated by the valleys in the signal. As can be seen from the decreasing frequency of
the signal the setup was decelerating. The steady high value in the right of the picture
indicates a standstill in the disaligned situation.
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Fig. 6.11: A plot of data obtained with GETWAV.

6.6.4 TERM program

The TERM program is the only program that is connected to the data connection of
the primary circuit board. Its function is to show the data transmitted by the secondary
controller. This is done by putting the test data on the upper 24 lines of the screen.
The 25th line is reserved for status information. This line shows the number of LEDs
and load resistors that are active and the Re5 code that is received. A screen dump of
the program can be found in figure 6.12.

M~ C:\lc\leIlD.exe I!II~ f3

Fig. 6.12: The TERM program, showing the status line at the bottom.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

During this project a demonstrator setup was realized for simultaneous power transfer,
data transfer and wheel-speed sensing. The demonstrator shows that it is possible to
design a device that combines the three functions mentioned. However, the device as
implemented in the demonstrator is far from ideal. In this chapter recommendations
are made for the next step in the design of a device that can be used in automotive
applications.

7.1 Design flow

During this project the following approach was used. First the reluctances 91m, 9111 and
%2 in figure 2.2 of a given core were determined. Next the power requirements of the
secondary side were specified. A primary voltage and frequency were chosen. The
choice of the voltage depends on the power supply available. In the choice of a
frequency these factors playa role:

• A higher frequency yields more time slots each second in which the no-load
current can be measured. Thus wheel-speed sensing is possible to a higher
maximum speed.

• At higher frequencies less windings are required to get the same impedances.
• At higher frequencies the hysteresis and eddy current losses in the core are higher.
• Audible noise. Due to the low power used in the circuitry this probably is not a

problem anyway.
• Required microcontroller performance for waveform generation of the power

signal. The higher the frequency, the higher the microcontroller speed required.
• Required microcontroller performance for sampling the no-load current at the

right point on the wave. A high sample rate requires a fast AD converter and
yields more data to be processed.

Simulations were used to check whether the required power could be delivered to the
secondary side with certain winding numbers. Secondary and primary voltage can be
matched by choosing different winding numbers for both sides. If the numbers are too
high, the voltage drop over the leakage inductances is too high and the required power
can not be delivered. If the numbers are too low, the no-load current is unnecessary
high due to the low inductances in the circuit. In other words, the higher the maximum
power that is required by the load, the higher the no-load current and thus power loss.

In order to deliver the power with a high efficiency, low leakage inductances are
required. Thus a good magnetic design is characterized by a 91m that is low compared
to 9111 and %2. The power requirements have to be within the specified range for both
the aligned and the disaligned situation. The wheel-speed sensing is based on a
difference in no-load current between the aligned situation and the disaligned
situation. The disaligned situation is a way to degrade the performance on purpose.
Disalignment increases 9l,n. Thus a trade-off has to be found between the needs of
wheel-speed sensing and power transfer. A larger difference between the aligned and
disaligned situation makes the wheel-speed sensing easier and less sensitive to noise.
But a larger difference also degrades the efficiency of the power transfer.
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The description above shows that power transfer and wheel-speed measurement are
tightly connected and should be designed simultaneously to ascertain a proper trade
off.

7.2 !mProvements on data transfer

The data transfer part was added in only a week time in order to meet a deadline for a
presentation. So the design of the electronics was more based on quick
implementation than on performance. As even this design achieved a quite reliable
transfer of 57600 bits per second, with a good design high performance is expected.

The carrier frequency should be chosen well above the power transfer frequency. In
this way both signals can be separated with low-cost filters. It is easy to measure the
transfer characteristics of the transformer for different frequencies and pick a carrier
frequency that is transferred well. In the demonstrator a square wave is used. A square
wave contains a lot of harmonics. If these harmonic components are undesired, a sine
wave may be used as carrier. If a high data bandwidth is needed, more complex
techniques than the FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) scheme may be used. Computer
modems manage to send 56k over a line with a bandwidth of only 4kHz. The
demonstrator uses a bandwidth of IMHz (1.5-2.5 MHz) for the same data rate.

In case only a few sensors with analog outputs are used in the tire, these analog
outputs may be transmitted directly using FM modulation at different carrier
frequencies for each sensor. In this way the electronics in the harsh environment of
the tire can be kept to an minimum and the processing can take place at the primary
side.

If the FSK scheme used in the demonstrator is to be used, two parts of the electronics
should be improved. The output of the microcontroller that provides the data signal is
overloaded. Thus the signal is already severely distorted before it enters the
transformer. A buffer should be inserted. The PLL used for FM demodulation is
intended for digital signals. The input behaves as a I-bit AID converter. Thus in the
filter section that precedes it, the signal has to be filtered very strongly. Otherwise
other signals may cause false digital levels. With a PLL with analog phase detector
(usually a multiplier) a better performance in the presence of noise is expected. The
PLL loop filter also deserves some attention, as it was chosen quite arbitrary.

7.3 Power efficiency improvement by using
resonance

An equivalent schematic of a transformer that was found in [6] is presented in figure
7.1.
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Fig. 7.1: Replacement schematic for a transfomer

For simplicity assume that N j =N2=N. In this case with the aid of equations 2.Sc, d and
e the following applies:

7.1a

7.1b

7.1c

From figure 7.1 it can be seen that in order to supply the load efficiently S j and S2

should have a low value while M should have a high value. In this light equations
7.1a, band c illustrate the remark made in section 7.1 that a good design is
characterized by a 9Im that is low compared to 9111 and 9112 • The value of N will be
dictated by the maximum values of Sj and S2 with which the power can be delivered
to the load. This value will yield a certain M. The lower the value of M the higher the
current through it. This current does not contribute to the power delivered to the load,
but it has to be provided by the amplifier and thus results in a lower efficiency.

It is possible to cancel Sj and Sz with series capacitors. In this case N can be choosen
higher and thus M will require less reactive power. As reactive power causes
dissipation in the amplifier, less reactive power results in a higher efficiency. The
reactance of a capacitor and impedance in series is given by:

1
X =OJL--

we
7.2

For the resonance frequency, OJ = ~, the impedances cancel each other as X=O.
",LC

It is useful to investigate whether resonance can be used to increase efficiency.
Problems may occur due to the harmonic content of the rectifier current, as only one
resonance frequency can be chosen. Another issue is whether the no-load current can
still be determined independent of the load current in an easy way.
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7.4 Influence of core geometry

The last recommendation is to investigate the influence of the geometry of the core on
the performance. As was mentioned before, a good design is characterized by a 9lm
that is low compared to 9111 and %2. Furthermore, the design should give enough
variation of 9{,n between the aligned and disaligned situation. As was seen in section
4.3 a small air gap gives more variation than a large one. It is also expected that the
width of the teeth and the ratio of the width of the teeth with respect to the distance
between the teeth playa role. The width of the teeth is related to the space available,
thus the size of the design, and the number of teeth required. The number of teeth
required depends on the desired resolution for speed measurement. Deeper teeth are
also expected to perform better. But at a certain depth the effect of making the teeth
deeper will diminish. The influence of these factors was not investigated in depth.
This should be done using finite element analysis. Also other shapes of the teeth than
the rectangular shape used in this project may be considered.

The performance for power transfer is best without teeth. But speed sensing requires
teeth. With insight in the influence of the various parameters mentioned above, a
design can be sought that yields a good enough speed signal (resolution and signal
strength) with minimum sacrifices to power transfer efficiency.
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Appendix A: The computer program for
calculations on rectifier load behavior
#include <stdio.h>

/* Program for speed-sensing rotary transformer simulation.
A finite difference approximation is used.

Time-varying output variables: iI, i2, v2, ic and vc.

Fixed input variables:
Rl, R2, Vd, Rd, Cl, M, Ll, L2, TS.
Ll,L2 and M are calculated from Rll, R12, Rrn, Nl and N2 at
startup.
ts is the timing step size.

Time-varying input variables:
il (load current in il.txt)
vI (supply voltage in vl.txt).

2001/08/30 VO.l Project start. Template designed. File I/O
tested.
2001/08/30 VO.2 Working test version: No load and resistive
loads.
2001/08/30 VO.3 Working with rectifier load.
2001/09/03 VO.4 Bugfix: Ic is zero when i2 is zero.
2001/09/04 VO.5 Progress info added.
2001/09/06 VO.6 Saved without changes.
2001/09/13 VO.7 Saved without changes.
2001/10/08 VO.8 Updated program to match thesis. MUMERICALLY
INSTABLE! ! !
2001/10/09 VO.9 Reused calculation engine of vO.7 in vO.8.
Works O.K.!

*/

// Constant parameters.
double Rl=1.2, R2=1.2, Vd=0.7, Rd=1.8, Cl=O.OOOOOl, TS=0.2e-6, Ll,
L2, M;
double Rll=30.3e6, RI2=30.3e6, Rrn=10.5e6, Nl=33, N2=100;

// Input variables
double vI, il;
FILE *fvl;
FILE *fil;

// Output variables
double v2=0, il=O, i2=0, ic=O, vc=O;
double iln, i2n, icn, vcn;
FILE *fil, *fi2, *fv2, *fic, *fvc;

//Program status
long steps=O;
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int setstep (void) {
II Return 0 if EOF encountered. 1 if simulation could continue.
II Give info

steps++;
if((steps%1000)==0)

printf("Sample %ld (t=%lfs)
%c",steps,TS*(double)steps,13) ;
II Read input files for next values.

if (fscanf (fv1, ''%If'' ,&v1) ! =1) {
printf("\nFile end encountered In v1.txt.\n");
return 0;

}

if(fscanf(fil,"%lf",&il) !=1) {
printf("\nFile end encountered in il.txt.\n");
return 0;

}

II Calculate V2 and I2n.
double v2detcomp;
v2detcomp=(M/L1*R1)*i1+R2*i2-M/L1*v1;
double di2;

1* Use these lines for noload calculation.
v2=v2detcomp;
di2=0;
i2n=i2+di2*t;

*1
1* Use these lines for resistive load calculation.

v2=-i2*Rl;
di2=(v2-v2detcomp) I (L2-M*M/L1) ;
i2n=i2+di2*t;

*1
1* Calculation of load parameters for rectifier loads.

Approach:
* v2 is calculated for i2n=0. If this assumption yields a
v2 which
statifies the diodes in blocking mode assumption, it is
kept.
* Otherwise v2 is calculated from the capacitor voltage
and i2. i2n can be determined afterward.

*1
i2n=0;
di2=(i2n-i2)/TS;
v2=v2detcomp+(L2-M*M/L1)*di2;
icn=O;
if(v2>(vc+2*Vd)) { II Charging C1 with i2<0

v2=vc+2*Vd-i2*2*Rd;
di2=(v2-v2detcomp) I (L2-M*M/L1) ;
i2n=i2+di2*TS;
icn=-i2n;

else {
if(v2«-vc-2*Vd)) { II Charging C1 with i2>0

v2=-vc-2*Vd-i2*2*Rd;
di2=(v2-v2detcomp) I (L2-M*M/L1) ;
i2n=i2+di2*TS;
icn=i2n;

}

II Calculate I1n.
double di1;
di1=1/L1*(v1-i1*R1+M*di2) ;
i1n=i1+di1*TS;
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II Calculate Vcn.
double dvc;
dvc= (icn-il) IC1;
vcn=vc+dvc*TS;

II Save output.
fprintf(fi1, "%If\n",i1);
fprintf(fi2, "%If\n",i2);
fprintf(fv2, "%If\n",v2) ;
fprintf(fic,"%lf\n".ic);
fprintf(fvc, "%If\n".vc);

II Setup for nextstep. vC,ic.i2.i1
i1=i1n;
i2=i2n;
ic=icn;
vc=vcn;
return 1;

nexts.

void init (void) {
II Calculate inductances.

M= (N1 *N2) IRm;
L1=(N1*N1)*(1/Rl1+1/Rm) ;
L2=(N2*N2)*(1/R12+1/Rm) ;

II Open input files.
fv1=fopen("v1.txt". Dr");
if (fv1==NULL)

printf("Error opening v1.txt!\n");
fil=fopen("il.txt"."r");
if(fil==NULL)

printf("Error opening il.txt!\n");
II Open output files.

fi1=fopen("i1.txt","w") ;
if(fi1==NULL)

printf("Error opening i1.txt!\n");
fi2=fopen("i2.txt". "w");
if(fi2==NULL)

printf("Error opening i2.txt!\n");
fv2=fopen ("v2. txt" , "w") ;
if (fv2==NULL)

printf("Error opening v2.txt!\n");
fic=fopen("ic.txt", Ow");
if(fic==NULL)

printf("Error opening ic.txt!\n");
fvc=fopen ("vc. txt" . Ow" ) ;
if (fvc==NULL)

printf("Error opening vc.txt!\n");

void finalize (void)
II Close all files.

fclose(fv1) ;
fclose (fi1) ;
fclose(fi2) ;
fclose(fv2) ;
fclose(fic) ;
fclose(fvc) ;
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Appendix B: The code for the microcontroller
on the primary side of the transformer
.include "2333def.inc" ; I/O register definitions .

. DSEG
SINETAB: .BYTE 14

. CSEG

START:
RJMP RESET

. DEF LPMREG=RO

. DEF IRQPSW=R1

. DEF THRESH=R2

. DEF ACTADC=R3

.DEF PWMCNT=R4

. DEF PWMVAL=R5

. DEF TREG=R16

.DEF REGA=R17

.DEF REGB=R18

. DEF MODE=R19

. DEF NEXTOUT=R25

. DEF XREG=R26

.DEF SAMPTIM=R27

. DEF ADSTART=R29

.DEF ZLO=R30

.DEF ZHI=R31

Copying the sine table to ram yields
faster access .

Jump to the start of the program.

Register used for read flash (lpm) instruction .
Stores PSW during interrupts .
Threshold. (Speed sensing) .
Last ADC value read .
PWM counter.
PWM value register .
Temporary register .

Both used for ADC read
Continuously sending ADC results or not .
Next value for power signal DAC .
Xregister. Pointer to power signal samples .
Sample time. If XREG==SAMPTIM the ADC
should be started.
Value to write to ADC register to start a sample .

Zregister is used for flash reads
(lpm instruction).

.ORG OC1Aaddr 4
IN IRQPSW,SREG 1
OUT PORTB,NEXTOUT 1

CP XREG,SAMPTIM 1

BRNE NEXTSAMP 1/2
OUT ADCSR,ADSTART 1

NEXTSAMP:
CPI XREG,SINETAB+14 1

BRNE NORESTART 1/2
LDI XREG,SINETAB 1

DEC PWMCNT 1
BREQ MOFF 1/2
CP PWMCNT,PWMVAL 1
BRNE MON 1/2

SBI PORTD,6 2
RJMP MON 2

MOFF:
CBI PORTD,6 2

MON:

IRQ start takes 4 cycles.
Store PSW.
Send next byte of power wave
samples to DAC.
Check if the ADC sample
should be started.
Skip if not.
Else start it.

Check if the last table entry
was reached.
If not, don't restart.
Restart with reading of
power wave sample table.

Decrement PWM counter.
If it is 0, switch the motor off.

If PWM counter is unequal to
PWM value, do nothing.
Else switch the motor on.

Switch the motor off.
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NORESTART:
LD NEXTOUT,X+ 2 Load next output for power

wave DAC.

OUT SREG,IRQPSW
RETI

1
4

Restore the PSW
And finish the Interrupt.
Within 28 clocks after start.

SINESRC:
.DB 0,3,12,24,39,51,60,63,60,51,39,24,12,3; Table of sample values

; for a sine approximation.

RESET:
LDI TREG,OXDF
OUT SPL,TREG

LDI TREG,OXFF
OUT DDRD,TREG

LDI TREG,OXFF
OUT DDRB,R16

Build stack. Forget this and you get
some strange effects.

Port D data direction
(UART, LEDS, PWM) out.

Port B data direction (6 bit DAC) out.

CLR PWMVAL Turn the motor off.

LDI TREG,2
RCALL SETLEDS Light the "Yes! I'm running" LED.

Load one byte from program flash.
Store it.
Increment flash pointer.

table to RAM (faster access) .
entries in sinetable.

Load Z register with
sinetable source.

Load X register with destination.

; Copy sine
TREG, 14 ; Number of
ZLO,LOW(SINESRC«l)
ZHI,HIGH(SINESRC«l)

LDI
LDI
LDI

LDI XREG,SINETAB
LUSCOPY:

LPM
ST X+,LPMREG
ADIW ZLO,l
DEC TREG
BRNE LUSCOPY

Initialize timer 1 interrupt for sine
generation.

LDI TREG,OX40
OUT TIMSK,TREG
LDI TREG,O
OUT OCR1H,TREG
LDI TREG,31
OUT OCR1L,TREG

LDI TREG,OX09
OUT TCCR1B,TREG

LDI TREG,OX02
OUT ADMUX,TREG

LDI TREG,4
OUT UBRR,TREG
LDI TREG,OX18
OUT UCSRB,TREG

Enable timer 1 output compare interrupt.

Timer 1 overflow at 31.
Thus irq rate = f clock / 32.

Enable clear on compare match.
;Use f clock / 1.

; Use ADC channel 2

Use 115k2 for Uart Baud Rate Register.

Enable RxD, TxD.
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LDI SAMPTIM,SINETAB+1 Sample at point O. Will be set to
correct value by control PC.

LDI ADSTART,OXC5 Value to start AD conversion.

LDI MODE,OXOO

LDI TREG, OXO a
OUT ADCSR,TREG
OUT TCNT1H,TREG
OUT TCNT1L,TREG
OUT ADCSR,ADSTART
SEI

MAINLOOP:
SBIS ADCSR,ADIF
RJMP ADCBUSY
SBI ADCSR,ADIF
IN REGA,ADCL
IN REGB,ADCH
ROR REGB
ROR REGA
MOV ACTADC,REGA

CP ACTADC,THRESH
BRLO LEDOFF
CBI PORTD,2
RJMP ADCBUSY

LEDOFF:
SBI PORTD,2

ADCBUSY:
SBIC UCSRA,RXC
RJMP EXECCMD
SBRS MODE,O

RJMP NOTXDMODE
SBIS UCSRA,UDRE
RJMP NOTXDMODE
OUT UDR,ACTADC

NOTXDMODE:
RJMP MAINLOOP

EXECCMD:
IN TREG,UDR
CPI TREG, OXll

BRNE NOTADCREAD
OUT UDR,ACTADC
RJMP MAINLOOP

NOTADCREAD:
CPI TREG,OX10

BRSH NOT POW

Normal mode.

Start ADC clock in timer cycle 1.
Enable all interrupts.

If ADC ready read result.

Reset ADC ready flag.

Read result.

Right shift once.
And store (bits 8-1 of the result
are used) .
Check threshold.
Update led.
ON.

OFF.

If serial byte has arrived execute command.

Check if mode is continuous send ADC
results. (bit a is set).

Check if UART TxD register is free.
UDR not empty.
Send most recent result.

Go back to the mainloop.

Service an incoming command.
Read the command to TREG.
If command = Ox11, reply the most recent
ADC value.

Send it (assumes that UART is available).

Command <= Ox10 is point on the wave
command.
The value (0-13) determines during which
step of the sine-table the ADC is started.

INC TREG
SUBI TREG,-SINETAB ; Add the offset of the sinetable in ram + 1

in order to make compare faster.
MOV SAMPTIM,TREG ; And set to the sample time register.
RJMP MAINLOOP

NOTPOW:
CPI TREG,OX12 Phase difference 1 command.
BRNE NORESTART1 Restarts sine table timer and adc clock
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CLI
LDI TREG,OXOO
OUT ADCSR,TREG
OUT TCNT1H,TREG
OUT TCNT1L,TREG
OUT ADCSR,ADSTART
SEI
RJMP MAINLOOP

NORESTART1:
CPI TREG, OX13
BRNE NORESTART17

CLI
LDI TREG,OXOO
OUT ADCSR,TREG
OUT TCNT1H,TREG
OUT TCNT1L,TREG
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
OUT ADCSR,ADSTART
SEI
RJMP MAINLOOP

NORESTART17:
CPI TREG,OX20
BRNE NOTHRESHOLD

WAITTHRES:
SBIS UCSRA,RXC
RJMP WAITTHRES
IN THRESH,UDR
RJMP MAINLOOP

NOTHRESHOLD:
CPI TREG,OX21

BRNE NOSTARTTXD
SBR MODE,OX01

RJMP MAINLOOP
NOSTARTTXD:

CPI TREG,OX22

BRNE NOSTOPTXD
CBR MODE,OX01

with 1 cycle difference in timing.
Disable interrupts for precise timing.

Stop ADC.

Reset timer.
Start ADC clock in timer cycle 1.
And continue with the interrupts.

Phase difference 2 command.
Restarts sine table timer and adc clock
with 17 cycles difference in timing.
Disable interrupts for precise timing.

Stop ADC.

Reset timer.

Wait 16 cycles.
Start ADC clock in timer cycle 17.
And restart the interrupts.

Command Ox20 is set threshold command.
Waits for the next byte. This is the
threshold for aligned I disaligned
detection.
Wait for the threshold value.
Skip loopback if a byte is received.

Read it to the threshold register.

Command Ox21 sets the mode to sending data
from ADC continuously.

Set bit 0 of the mode register.

Command Ox22 stops continuous transmission
of ADC results.

Clear bit 0 of the mode register.
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RJMP MAINLOOP
NOSTOPTXD:

CPI TREG,OX23

BRNE NOPWM
WAITPWM:

SBIS UCSRA,RXC
RJMP WAITPWM
IN PWMVAL,UDR
RJMP MAINLOOP

NOPWM:
RCALL SETLEDS

RJMP MAINLOOP

setleds:
sbrs r16,O
sbi PORTD,4
sbrc r16,O
cbi PORTD,4
sbrs r16,1
sbi PORTD,3
sbrc r16,1
cbi PORTD,3
sbrs r16,2
sbi PORTD,2
sbrc r16,2
cbi PORTD,2
ret

Command Ox23 expects the new PWM value
after it.

Wait for PWM value.
Skip loopback if the pwm byte has arrived.

Read the new PWM value.

If the command was not recognized,
put it on the leds.

Sets R16 on the three test leds.
Set the led for bit a of R16.

Set the led for bit 1 of R16.

Set the led for bit 2 of R16.
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Appendix C: The code for the secondary
microcontroller.
#include <90s2333.h>
#include <stdio.h>

int irrxd=O;
int lastir=O;
char irbits=O;
unsigned char irtim=O;
bit irlev;
bit previr;

II IR receiver data shift register.
1/ IR receiver output.
II IR receiver bit counter.
II IR receiver bit length timer.
1/ IR receiver actual level.
1/ IR receiver previous level.

char lev=l;
char bitsleft;
char txstat=O;

char txdat;

II TxD next bit level.
II TxD remaining bits.
II TxD status:
II 0 Idle, ready for next transmission.
I I 1 Startbi t.
II 2 Data.
II 3 Stopbit.
II TxD data shift register.

bit flagl, flag2;
char timl, tim2;

II Flagl set at 450 Hz, flag 2 at 1.75 Hz.
II Timers for flags.

interrupt [TIMO_OVF] void timer(void) (
TCNTO+=96; II Shorten time to next interrupt to

II fit 57.6 kbit/sec.
if(lev) { II Output next rs232 level.

OCRIH=OxOO;
OCRIL=OxOl; II Set output compare to 1.

II Thus f out f clock I 4.
TCNTIH=O;
TCNTIL=O;

else {
OCRIH=OxOO;
OCRIL=Ox02;

II Reset timer, otherwise compare
II might be missed.

II Set output compare to 2.
II Thus f out = f clock I 6.

8 data bits and 1 stopbit.
II Level of next data bit.
II Shift data bits to get
II next bit next step.
II One bit less to go.
II If this is the 9th bit,
II it should be stopbit.
II Stopbit level =1.
II After this, done.

lev=l;
txstat=3;

bitsleft--;
if (bitsleft==O)

II Read the level of the remote
II control demodulator.
II Determine the next RS232 level
II to be transmitted.

case 1: II Next bit is startbit.
lev=O; I I Startbit is o.
txstat=2; II Next the data bits will be send.
bitsleft=9; II 9 bits more to go.

break;
case 2: II Send

lev=txdat&l;
txdat»=l;

}

irlev=PINB.O;

switch (txstat)
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break;
case 3: II Stopbit is done.

txstat=O; II Thus ready for next
II transmission.

break;
}

PORTD.4=irlev;

if (previr==irlev)
irtim++;

if(irtim==O)

irbits=O;
irrxd=O;

II Mirror IR level to 5th led.
IILooks nice when rotating :-)
II Check if the level changed.
II If not, the level was one step
II longer retained.
II If same level for 256 steps,
II reset receiver.
II No bits received so far.
II Also no data.

irtim=O;

}

previr=irlev;

}

else {
if ((irtim>75) II

II Level has changed.
(irbits==O)) { II If first bit or

II next bit continue.
irrxd«=l; II Shift the result so far.
irrxdl=previr; II Insert the new bit on

II the left.
II Timing since last
II transition is 0 again.

irbits++; II One bit more was received.
if(irbits==14) II 14 bits in one RC5 code.

lastir=irrxd; II Store the received
II value.

II If only clock transition ignore.
II And note the level change for
II next test.

tim1++;
if(tim1==128) {

flag1=1;

tim1=0;
tim2++;
if(tim2==0)

flag2=1 ;

II Flag1 prescaler.

II This flag is set approx. 450
II times a second.

II Flag2 prescaler.

II This flag is set approx. 1.75
II times a second.

char buf [48] ;
char ledson, rson;

II Buffer to print status info to.
II Keep track of number of leds and load
II resistors on.

char ledmode=3, txdmode=l; II Ledmode chooses one of the patterns,
II txdmode the speed of the test data.
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void sendstat (void) { II Transmits the status line.
char i;
sprintf(buf, "%cIR:%Xh. LEDS: %X.
Rload:%X.%c",11,lastir,ledson,rson,12); II Make it in 'buf'
II 11 and 12 denote start and end of the status string.
for(i=O;buf[i] !='\O' ;i++) II And send it at max. speed.

while(txstat); II Wait for transmission routine
II available for next byte.

txdat=buf[i]; II Next byte in the string.
txstat=l; II Start sending byte.

void setleds (char dat) { II This function sets 'dat' on the leds and
II counts the number of leds that are on.

ledson=O; II No leds on. Increment when lighting a led.
if(dat&l) { II Check 1st LED.

PORTD.O=O;
ledson++;

else
PORTD. 0=1;

if(dat&2) { II 2nd.
PORTD.1=0;
ledson++;

else
PORTD. 1=1;

if (da t&4) { I I 3rd.
PORTD. 2=0;
ledson++;

else
PORTD.2=1;

if(dat&8) { II 4th.
PORTD.3=0;
ledson++;

else
PORTD. 3=1;

char nextchar=32; II Next character of test data to be transmitted.

flash char pat1[]={1,2,4,8,4,2}; II Pattern for 'star'
flash char pat2[]={l,l,l,9,9,15,9,9}; II Pattern for 'motor'
flash char pat3[]={0,0,15}; II Pattern for 'lines'

void sendnext (void) II Sends the next test data character.
while(txstat); II Wait for end of previous byte.
txdat=nextchar; II Put next byte in transmission buffer.
txstat=l; II Start sending byte.
nextchar++; II Next test data char is one higher.
if(nextchar==127) II Last printable ASCII character done?

nextchar=32; II Then restart at '

void main (void)
char leds;
DDRB=Ox02;

PORTD=Ox7F;

rson=l;

II B's only output is Output compare for data
II transmission.
II All port D outputs high except D.7, one Rloads
lion, LEDs off.
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II Output compare for division by 4. (2.4 Mhz out)
II Enable timer 0 at f clock.
II Enable timer 0 overflow irq.

IIPort D contains LEDS and Resistors, thus output.
II Toggle Output compare on compare match.
II Timer running at fclock, rest on compare match.

II Enable all interrupts.

II 1 on Philips DCC remote.
II Stop sending test data,
II carrier only.

is active, execute
II Main loop.
II If IR transmission
II corrunand.

switch(lastir&Oxf) {
case 1:

txdmode=O;

DDRD=OxFF;
TCCR1A=Ox40;
TCCR1B=Ox09;
OCR1H=OxOO;
OCR1L=Ox02;
TCCRO=Ox01;
TIMSK=Ox02;
#asm

sei
#endasm
while(l) {

if(lastir!=O)

break;
case 2: II 2 on Philips DCC remote.

txdmode=l; II Send test data at low
II speed.

break;
case 3: II 3 on Philips DCC remote.

txdmode=2; II Send test data at max
II speed.

break;
case 4: II 4 on Philips DCC remote.

PORTD.7=1; II Put both load resistors
II off.

PORTD.6=1;
rson=O;

break;
case 5:

PORTD.7=0;
PORTD. 6=1;
rson=l;

break;
case 6:

PORTD. 7=0;

II 0 resistors are on.

II 5 on Philips DCC remote.
II Put one load resistor on.

II 1 resistor is on.

II 6 on Philips DCC remote.
II Put both load resistors
lion.

II 2 resistors are on.

II 8 on Philips DCC remote.
II Leds are blinking in
II counter pattern.

PORTD. 6=0;
rson=2;

break;
case 7: II

setleds (OxO) ;
ledmode=O; II

break;
case 8:

ledmode=l;

7 on Philips DCC remote.
II Put the leds off.
Leds always off pattern.

II Repeat on Philips DCC
II remote.

II 0 on Philips DCC remote.
II Leds are blinking in
II star pattern.

break;
case 9: II

setleds (Oxf) ;
ledmode=2; II

break;
case 0:

ledmode=3;

break;
case OxOC:

9 on Philips DCC remote.
II Put the leds on.
Leds always on pattern.
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ledmode=4; II Leds are blinking in
II motor pattern.

break;
case OxOf: II Side on Philips DCC

II remote.
ledmode=5; II Leds are blinking in

II lines pattern.
break;

}

if (flag2)

flag2=0;
sendstat() ;
lastir=O;

II The following code is executed
II approx. 1.75 times a second.
II Reset flag.
II Send status.
II Clear IR receiver.

}

if(flag1) II
II

flag1=0; I I
if (ledmode==l)

The following code is executed
approx. 450 times a second.
Reset flag.
{ II Update LED pattern for counter

II pattern.
leds++;
setleds(leds) ;

}

if (ledmode==3) { II Update LED pattern for star
II pattern.

if(leds>5)
leds=O;

setleds(pat1[leds]) ;
leds++;

}

if (ledmode==4) II Update LED pattern for motor
II pattern.

if(leds>7)
leds=O;

setleds(pat2[leds]) ;
leds++;

}

if (ledmode==5) II Update LED pattern for lines
II pattern.

if(leds>2)
leds=O;

setleds(pat3[leds]) ;
leds++;

}

if (txdmode==l) { II If test data transmission is
II at low speed, send next byte.

sendnext() ;

}

if (txdmode==2)

sendnext() ;

II If test data transmission is at
II full speed, send next byte.
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Appendix D: Practical issues

Instability during power UJ!

When powering the system the amplifier will produce some glitches. When the
primary coil is connected these glitches will result in large current peaks. These may
cause dips in the supply voltage. These dips may cause the primary microcontroller to
stall. This can be prevented by disconnecting the primary during power up. Connect
the primary when the system is running.

Programming the microcontrollers

The micro controllers can be programmed with the codevisionAVR compiler. A free
demo version is available at http://infotech.ir.ro. It can be used to compile the c
program for the secondary controller and to assemble the assembly program for the
primary controller. A Dontronics DT006 programmer can be made by making a cable
with these connections:

D25 male printer port connector AVR pin name
Pin 2 MOSI
Pin 4 Reset
Pin 5 SCK
Pin 11 MISO
Pin 18-25 Gnd

It is recommended to insert resistors of lOOn in the MOSI, Reset, SCK and MISO
lines to limit current through the printerport in case of different voltage levels on both
sides of the programming cable.

Garbage on the data RS232 I!Q.r!

When the secondary controller is disconnected or in reset no data signal is generated.
The PLL input will only contain noise. This will cause the output to be noisy too.
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